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Series Synopsis
The Autiton Archives: 3D Animated Web Series – The adventures of anomalous Autiton units NineOh & ThreeBeDee
who dare to escape the status quo and set out through the fantastic digital realms of cyberspace on an epic quest of
discovery seeking freedom.
Deep in the hidden depths of cyberspace a vast lattice of instance generators creates an endless stream of software
automatons known as Autitons. These Autiton utility units toil away at various mundane tasks for the duration of their
functional lives, until an aberrant input causes a disruption that spawns an anomalous Autiton unit, NineOh [0090],
imbuing him with the curiosity to dare to ask “Why?”. NineOh’s innocent audacity however threatens to upset the status
quo carefully being perpetuated by the evil Autiton malware unit TetraZero [0000].
NineOh befriends a fellow irregular Autiton unit, ThreeBeDee [03BD], and this pair of misfit Autitons enlists the aid of
a heroic Autiton security unit, BuSeeDo [BCD0], an old magical Autiton programming unit, SeeFu [CF00], and an
enchanting Autiton repair unit, SevenE [007E]. Pursued by TetraZero and his evil minions, the Nazers, this intrepid group
of Autitons sets out through the extraordinary digital worlds of cyberspace on a quest for answers and freedom.

Creating a 3D Animated CGI Short

The Making of The Autiton Archives - Fault Effect
Creating a 3D Animated CGI Short presents an insightful behind-the-scenes tour of the entire production process for
3D artists, animators and independent filmmakers who are interested in creating their own CGI shorts as well as for those
who are simply fans and enthusiasts of CGI films in general. Since this book presents detailed examples of every step
of the production process, from initial concept, through character design, set design, modeling, texturing, lighting, camera
animation, character animation, lip sync, rendering, post-production, compositing, all the way through to film festival
submissions and online web distribution, it truly has something to offer everyone interested in CGI films.

Web, Film, DVD, HD & Book – Coming Jan. 2010
The pilot webisode of the series, Fault Effect, which shows the creation of the main character NineOh (0090) is scheduled
for a Jan. 2010 release along with the book Creating a 3D Animated CGI Short, The Making of The Autiton Archives
– Fault Effect. A Special Edition DVD with additional behind the scenes content and an HD version of the film will also
be available shortly after the book and pilot are released. Bookmark and subscribe to TheAutitonArchives.com and/or
Telebites.com for details and ordering information.

The Autiton Archives Book & DVD available at Telebites.com
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